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Abstract 
A novel design and implementation technique for Web-based distributed information 
systems is introduced. Using a state machine model, a database powered Web 
application prototype has been successfully implemented. It is a Europe-wide 
product marketing system for rural areas funded by the European Commission, and 
is currently in the pilot phase. These experiences have led us to the development of 
framework tools to close the semantic gap between distributed databases and the 
Web browser as standard user interface. 
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1 REQUIREMENTS, RESTRICTIONS AND DESIGN DECISIONS 

Information retrieval and complex user interaction have been key issues of Web 
design since the first days of the Web (Catarci, 1997; Musella and Padula, 1997). 
Using some scripts (e.g. Perl) behind the CGI (Common Gateway Interface), the first 
results were poor. It soon turned out that most real-life applications need an 
underlying database on the server side to deal with large amounts of data and a design 
methodology to implement complex functionality. Moreover, there were already 
many existing databases and running applications out there which people wanted to 
connect to the Web with similar functionality as in classic implementations. Thus we 
can summarize the following requirements for our implementations: 

1.1 User Interface: HTML, JavaScript and Java 

The standard user interface of our applications has to work with nearly any browser 
and platform and should not depend on proprietary nonstandard extensions like 
Plug-Ins or Active-X. Thus our user interface is restricted to the possibilities of pure 
HTML 3.2. This concerns the representation, but even more the user interaction: the 
only functional elements are following a link, pressing a submit button of a form or 
clicking on an image or imagemap. They always result in an HTTP (Hypertext 
Transfer Protocol) connection. Ergo, any functionality resides at the server side. 

Among all the approaches to make the browser more powerful and interactive, 
we can see JavaScript as a way to do almost anything within a browser. JavaScript is 
emerging as client-side scripting language of the Web, at least since version 1.2, 
when a serious security model was implemented. Currently, JavaScript is moving 
towards formal acceptance as an international standard. The European standards 
body (ECMA, 1997) has approved ECMA-262, the language specification derived 
from Netscape JavaScript, and submitted it to ISOIIEC JTC 1 for adoption under the 
fast-track procedure. 

However, the programming language of the Web is Java from (Sun 
Microsystems, 1997). It can be used at both the client (applets) and the server side 
(servlets). It provides very promising concepts for design and implementation of 0-
0 distributed applications of nearly unlimited complexity and with few restrictions 
on the user interface. Despite its indisputable benefits, there are some drawbacks: to 
implement servlets efficiently, the virtual machine must be integrated with the 
database kernel. Only a few database companies have announced this so far. Even 
more importantly, an applet must be downloaded to the client first. This is no 
problem for intranets. However the internet has a smaller bandwidth, especially in 
Europe. For typical Internet applications consisting of just a few client/server 
interactions, the long download-time at the beginning is often not worthwhile. 

On the other hand, more 'intelligence' at the client side can take some load off 
the server and the network, thus making Java applets more efficient for long lasting 
transactions. Moreover, there is additional functionality, especially for the user 
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interface. This is why we make use of Java as an alternative implementation 
technique, but still keep the pure HTML interface available. A quantitative analysis 
will help us to compare the Java and pure HTML approach with each other based on 
the use of typical end user profiles observed during the pilot phase of our real-life 
applications. Nevertheless, what we can do with pure HTML without incurring a 
disadvantage, we will do with pure HTML. 

1.2 Database connection: HTTP, CGI and JDBC 

Another problem arises due to the different nature of databases and the Web: HTIP 
is stateless (Iyengar, 1997) but connection orientation is inevitable for real-life 
database transactions. In our approach, we use short URL (Uniform Resource 
Locator) encoding for state maintenance: the complete session state information is 
kept in the database. With every HTIP connection, a short session handle has to be 
passed back and forth between client and server. This technique allows more than 
one concurrent session. To avoid misuse of the session handle, we use encoded 
handles. As Netscape's Cookies (Kristol and Montulli, 1997) become standardized, 
RFC 2109 (RFCs, 1997), we can also use short Cookies, but we do not depend on 
them. Where user authentication is necessary for database updates, we use 
Netscape's SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) (HTIPS) for better security. We plan to test 
integrated SmartCard solutions as they become available. 

In our implementation, a pure CGI compliant interface between Web server and 
database server is sufficient. But for a sequence of HTTP connections, CGI is rather 
ineffective. This is due to the overhead of spawning a new process each time which, 
in turn, opens and closes the connection to the database. This performance loss is 
normally overcome by two approaches (Adida, 1997b ). A proprietary approach we 
do not use is to link server programs directly with the Web server (Netscape, 1997a; 
Microsoft, 1997). Another approach is to prefork multiple processes, which the Web 
server communicates with and which stay connected to the database. This is done 
with FastCGI (Adida 1997a; FastCGI, 1997) by Open Market and the Web Request 
Broker of the Web Application Server by Oracle (Oracle, 1997). Both approaches 
improve server performance, but only FastCGI is a non-proprietary standard with 
easy migration from CGI. The Oracle WRB is at least CGI compatible. 

JDBC (Sun Microsystems, 1997) - which is a trademark, but often thought of as 
standing for 'Java Database Connectivity' - is a Java API for executing SQL 
statements. It provides a connection-oriented alternative for database connectivity 
with Java applets. We will compare both approaches as mentioned above. 

1.3 Wide area distribution 

The decentralized structure of the project causes additional problems. New 
information nodes should be able to join the system but user queries involving more 
than one node should also be possible. Thus we put everything into the database, 
even informational pages without any control element. Therefore we have no single 
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static HTML page; each page is generated from the database dynamically. We can 
make use of the various existing replication concepts for distributed databases. 

Another problem of wide area distribution is the latency of the net itself. This 
restriction tells us to use small images, small pages and as few HTIP connections as 
possible. Our solution is to use not too deep structures, so the user has to follow only 
a few links to receive the desired information. We also provide an optional frame 
structure to group the information into logical units, where less information has to be 
transferred with each HTIP connection. 

2 STATE MACHINE MODEL 

This section explains the key ideas. The goal is to create a design language to 
describe the user interface layout, the functionality and the database transactions in 
a homogenous way following a virtual client/server model. The actual 
implementation of such a system is then composed from several parts with 
potentially different techniques. For example, either a pure HTML interface with all 
functionality at the server side or a Java applet with more functionality at the client 
side. We then want to generate the different applications automatically from the 
design language thus implementing complex user interactions on database 
information nodes distributed over the Web. 

Being limited to an HTML-only user interface, we have to face a disadvantage 
with HTML forms: no functional dependencies between different fields of a form 
input can be implemented. Therefore input into one field cannot cause a restriction 
on the possible inputs for another input field. An HTIP session has to be performed 
before functional dependencies or restrictions can affect other inputs. To achieve this 
HTIP session, a submit button has to be pressed explicitly. It is usually not enough 
to fill an input field or make a selection. 

Therefore our approach is to use links to solicit user input. Thus we construct 
control elements of sets of links grouped together and call them Passive HTML 
Controls (PHC). This approach is reasonable for a typical Web application, where 
most user interactions consist of browsing, selecting and collecting information from 
the database. The possible values for user input are predefined in these cases. Form 
input is only used where user data has to be gathered (e.g. a new name and address). 

Every PHC works like a state machine. When the user clicks on a link, a state 
transition can occur causing different output to be generated dynamically. The 
complete state of a PHC consists of the state value and a set of parameters, which 
result in slightly different output from the same state. The parameters are mostly 
filled with values from the static database during state transitions. 

Figure I shows an example of a PHC implementing a hierarchical selection. 
Provinces are divided into regions which in turn are divided into districts. The PHC 
consists of six elements, which are shown at the left edge of the figure. Overview 
always leads to the selection at the highest level (province), while OneUp enhances 
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Figure 1 Geographical selection 

the actual selection by one level. The elements Province, Region and 
District show the actual selection on each level; a click on Province or 
Region leads to the appropriate list of contained regions and districts respectively. 
The SelList finally provides a list of provinces, regions or districts from which to 
select. Let us trace an example of a possible user input. The triangle marks the click 
while the circles at the bottom show the state transitions with respect to the state 
machine in Figure 2. The edges of the arrows contain the name of the clicked element 
and eventually the name and value of a parameter which is set during the state 
transition. At the beginning the province, Niederosterreich is selected. The 

Figure 2 State machine model 
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next state shows Niederosterreich in the element Province, while the 
element SelList now shows the regions of Niederosterreich. During the 
next two state transitions, a region and a district are selected while a click on 
Niederosterreich in state 3 brings up again the regions of 
Niederosterreich. Figure 3 shows the complete transition graph of this PHC. 
The arrows are labeled with the names of the elements that fire the transition. 

The output string 0 of each element Ee E of a PHC is determined by its actual 

II geographical selection 
II Nov-15-1997 

PHCGeo 

INTERFACE 

ELEMENT OVerview, OneUp, 
Province, Region, District; 

LIST Sellist 
PARAM Province ROWID PRINT 

Province.Name[ID=PARAM]; 
Region ROWID PRINT 
Region.Name[ID=PARAM]; 
District ROWID PRINT 
( SELECT Name FROM 

District WHERE ID = PARAM;} 

IMPLEMENTATION 

START STATE SO; 

ELEMENT OVerview 
ALWAYS( 

PRINT 'overview'; GOTO SO; }; 

ELEMENT OneUp 
ALWAYS( 

PRINT 'higher region level';}; 
STATE SO,S1 ( GOTO SO;}; 
STATE S2 ( GOTO S1; }; 
STATE S3 ( GOTO S2; }; 

ELEMENT Province 
ALWAYS ( GOTO S1; }; 
STATE SO (PRINT NULL;}; 
STATE OTHER ( 

PRINT PARAM Province; }; 

ELEMENT Region 

Figure 3 PHC/DL description 

ALWAYS ( GOTO S2; }; 
STATE SO,S1 (PRINT NULL;}; 
STATE OTHER ( 

PRINT PARAM Region; }; 

ELEMENT District 
ALWAYS ( GOTO NULL;}; 
STATE SO,S1,S2 (PRINT NULL;}; 
STATE OTHER ( 

PRINT PARAM District;}; 

LIST Sellist 
STATE SO ( 

SELECT Name ( PRINT; }, 
ID (SET PARAM Province;} 
FROM Province; 

GOTO S1; 
}; 

STATE S1 ( 
SELECT Name ( PRINT; }, 

ID ( SET PARAM Region; }, 
FROM Region 
WHERE Region.ProvinceiD 

= PARAM Province; 
GOTOS2; 
}; 

STATE S2 ( 
SELECT Name ( PRINT; }, 

District.ID ( 
SET PARAM District;} 

FROM District 
WHERE District.RegioniD 

= PARAM Region; 
GOTOS3; 
}; 

STATE S3 ( 
IS NULL; 

}; 

ENDGeo; 
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stateS, the contents of the parameter set P and the underlying database DB. A click 
on one of the output elements E can set a new state and eventually set one parameter 
Pke P to a new value p. 

{S, P, DB)~ O(E) 'V Ee E E~ S(E), Pk(EJ := p(E) (l) 

Since we use HTML to implement the state transitions, every possible state transition 
has to be translated into the hyperreferences of the output elements. Thus the actual 
state S, the parameter set P and the database DB determine the element set E, where 
each Ee E consists of an output string 0, a potential new stateS and eventually a 
parameter Pke P and its new value p. 

(S, P, DB)~ O(E),S(E),Pk(EJ,P(E) 'VEe E (2) 

While notation ( 1) is the base of the theoretical client/server model for design, the 
equivalent notation (2 ) is the base for the actual implementation of this model with 
dynamically generated HTML anchor tags, where S(E), Pk(EJ and p(E) are encoded 
in the hyperreference URL while O(E) is the content of the tag. 

3 IMPLEMENTATION 

While, for design, we exploit the advantages of a client/server model, with pure 
HTML the final implementation of a PHC is done at the server side No functional 
elements are needed at the client side. Thus all 'intelligence' is located at the server 
making the control element passive in this sense. Every Web page including all links 
is dynamically generated from the database and the session state of all PHCs within 
this page. The hyperreference URL of every link contains parameters for the global 
session handle and state transition and parameter information of the appropriate 
PHC. 

In our current pilot implementation, we pass these parameters in clear text, which 
is especially useful during development. For the final release, all parameters will be 
encoded together into one string including a randomly generated authentication 
identifier to reduce the possibility of misuse. The lifetime-problem of state 
information is overcome by a timeout mechanism. It purges old state information 
from the database if the session was not closed properly, which is typical on the 
Internet. The problem with the browser cache that every URL-based state 
maintenance mechanism has to face can be overcome with the HTTP response 
header field 'Expires' set to a date in the past (Graham, 1996). 

Two different kinds of procedures are used to implement the PHC functionality. 
The S-procedure implements the state transition model of a particular PHC, while 
the 0-procedure generates the output for a particular Web page. The S-procedure 
takes an element and eventually a parameter as input, and then calculates the new 
state and the new parameter set. Finally it calls the appropriate 0-procedure. The a
procedure prepares the output strings of all PHCs within this page and combines 
them with the surrounding HTML code to generate the complete Web page. This 
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separation into S-and 0-procedures makes it possible to use the same PHC in more 
than one page, even with different layouts, but implementing the same functionality. 

4 ABSTRACTION AND GENERATION 

A design language has been developed to describe PHCs on an abstract level. The 
language consists of two different parts to separate the functionality and the database 
operations from the layout, reflecting the separation into the S- and 0-procedures as 
mentioned previously. An interface (PHCI) is defined between them, to make them 
as independent as possible. Thus the abstract description of a PHC is following a 
virtual client/server model, whereas the complete implementation is finally located 
at the server side. Thus the developer of an application can focus on the design 
whereas the otherwise error-prone implementation is generated automatically. 

4.1 PHC design language 

The PHC/DL is a descriptive language. With PHC/DL the functional part of a PHC, 
i.e. the state machine model and the database operations can be designed. Figure 3 
shows the PHC/DL description belonging to the example in Figures 1 and 2. The 
complete PHC/DL syntax and semantic fall outside the scope of this paper, but some 
ideas will be illustrated by the example. The most important language elements are: 

ELEMENT Clickable input element, in notation (2 ) named as Ee e. Every E has a 
PRINT clause to define the output O(E) of the element and a GOTO 
clause to define the state transition S(E), which a click on this element 
would trigger. The special clause NULL in combination with GOTO 
means that no link is generated (no state transition is possible from this 
element). In combination with PRINT, it defines an element as invisible 
(and thus not clickable) in the corresponding state. 

PARAM A parameter is a data structure belonging to the session state information 
of a specific PHC. The type ROWID defines a parameter to hold the 
identifier for a tuple of a database table. The optional PRINT clause 
defines the output of the parameter, which is printed instead of the 
parameter value, if the parameter is used directly as part of the generated 
Web page. Other possible datatypes are STRING, INT, STRUCT (a 
structure of other data types) or BAG (a set of other datatypes). 

VAR A variable holds temporary information, which is valid during the actual 
HTTP connection but not the whole session. It can be of the same 
datatypes as the parameters. 

LIST In a list ofPHC elements, every element has the same functionality as a 
standalone element. However, the parameter setting is more important 
for differentiating between the elements; it is not mandatory. Usually, a 
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SQL (Structured Query Language) (Ullman, 1988) operation is needed 
to define PHC elements that are lists instead of simple elements. 

STATE The state clause is used within other elements to define which branch is 
valid in which state. Special states are ALWAYS, which is always valid, 
and OTHER, which is the default, if no explicitly named state is set. 

4.2 PHC layout language 

The PHC/LL is a procedural language. With PHC/LL, the PHC elements, which the 
PHC/DL provides via the PHCI, can be integrated with HTML code. This makes the 
functional description of the PHC independent from the layout and thus from future 
changes to HTML. Moreover, one PHC can be used within different pages with 
different layouts, e.g. to satisfy user's needs. Figure 4 shows the PHC/LL description 
belonging to the example in Figure 3. 

The language example is simple and self-explanatory: the embedding of the 
PHCILL into the HTML code is done via SGML (Standard Generalized Markup 
Language) comments. Thus, any HTML editor can be used to design the surrounding 
layout without being confused by the embedded language. Finally we receive an 
output as shown in Figure 5. 

5 RELATEDWORK 

In the area of object oriented databases, many interesting approaches are discussed, 
but there are very few commercial products on the market to realize real-life 
applications. On the other hand, many freeware solutions exist, but they have 
performance problems with large scale applications. Most of them are rather short
lived and not suitable for commercial products. Of course the large software 
producers adopt their powerful design and implementation tools to generate large 

<TABLE ALIGN="Ieft" WJDTH=115 BORDER=O> 
<TR><TD ALIGN=eenter><B>Region selection<IB><fTD><ITR> 
<TR><TD><I--$PHC PRINl\(Geo.Overview\); --><ITD><ITR> 
<TR><TD><!--$PHC PRINl\(Geo.OneUp\); --><ITD><ITR> 
<TR><TD><!--$PHC PRINl\(Geo.Province\); --><ITD><ITR> 
<TR><TD><!--$PHC PRINl\(Geo.Region\); --><ITD><ITR> 
<TR><TD><!--$PHC PRINl\(Geo.District\); --><ITD><ITR> 
<TR><TD ALIGN=center><HR><ITD><ITR> 
<I--$PHC FOR item IN Geo.Sellist LOOP --> 
<TR><TD><!--$PHC PRINl\(item\); --><ITD><ITR> 
<!--$PHC END LOOP; --> 
<IT ABLE> 

Figure 4 PHC/LL description 
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Region selection 

overview 
higher region level 
Niederosterreich 

Donauregjon 
lndustrjeyiertel 

Mostyjertel 
Wsldvjertel 
Weinviertel 

Figure 5 Browser view of the PHC 

scale Web applications, e.g. Oracle Designer/2000, Oracle Developer/2000, Web 
Objects Framework (NeXT), SAP@Web. These work well, but they are expensive, 
not so easy to use, and mostly oriented towards the needs of the Intranet, not the 
Internet. Moreover, they have a long history in the area of classical programming 
paradigms and are thus not perfectly suited to design Web applications. Some of 
them lack of functionality and have unnecessary restrictions. 

So what makes our approach different from the others? Our approach closes the 
current gap between research theory and the market. Our framework tools are 
designed from scratch. They are especially suited to the needs of the web without 
overhead caused by classic programming paradigms. We rely on the proven 
technology of relational databases. Moreover our approach is Internet-oriented and 
deals with the problems of wide area distribution with small bandwidth connections. 

6 RESULTS FROM THE DEMETER PROJECT 

Evaluation of our design and implementation methods is done by real 
implementations. There is no better way to show that it works. The first pilot 
implementation is a product marketing and tourism information system for the 
DEMETER project. DEMETER (Distance Education, Multimedia Teleservices and 
Telework for Farmers) is funded by the European Commission under the 4th 
Framework Program TURA (Telematics for Urban and Rural Areas). It is 
specifically tailored to farmers' needs, trying to enhance the quality of their lives and 
to find new sources for additional income. The project contributes in several ways to 
rural development and enhancement of living conditions for farmers throughout 
Europe. Currently the flexible technical infrastructure - called DEMENET - offers 
a framework which provides access to individualized education, information 
systems and the database for product marketing and tourism information. The project 
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Web site is http: I /demenet. ict. tuwien. ac. at. 
The development environment of this pilot implementation is an Oracle Server 

7 .3.3 on a Windows NT 4.0 Server. Our implementation language is PLISQL 2.3 
(Stiirner, 1996). For a web server, we use the Oracle Web Listener 2.1 (Oracle). 
Everybody is invited to inspect the pilot server, and to figure out how it actually 
works. Its URL is http://land.ict.tuwien.ac.at/. Currently the system is 
being evaluated by a group of test users throughout Europe, mainly to improve the 
layout and the database structure. The first feedback from our users is promising. 

7 FUTURE WORK 

The first stage of the work was to implement a prototype implementation by hand, 
following basic design rules while, in parallel, developing the design language based 
on a state machine model. With PHC/DL we have now described all the control 
elements of our pilot implementation making a stable and clear base for 
implementing the highly redundant and complex S-and 0-procedures, respectively. 
This stage is complete and as a result the prototype implementation exists. 

Currently we are implementing an application generator to generate the S- and 
0-procedures automatically from the PHC/DL and PHCILL descriptions. With 
different generator backends, it will be possible to generate PHC applications for 
different database management systems, because the design methodology is not 
dependent on a particular product, as long as the database understands standard SQL. 

The next steps are: generation of Java applets as an alternative client side user 
interface, and a quantitative analysis to compare the Java and the pure HTML 
approach with each other based on the use of typical end user profiles observed 
during the pilot phase of the DEMETER project. Moreover, we will add a Software 
Agent interface to the system as alternative to the human user interface. 

Although we have limited ourselves to pure HTML, we could design a medium 
complex user interface which uses only links and forms for interaction but no Java, 
JavaScript, Plug-Ins or Active-X. With our framework tools, we will implement a 
novel design and implementation technique for web based distributed information 
systems. The goal is to generate the different implementations automatically from 
the design language. With this development framework, the design and 
implementation of various database powered Web applications will be easier, faster 
and less error prone. 
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